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Dear TAI Supporters,

I want to briefly tell you about three Indiana artists with whom I have worked with this year. First, Eli Jackson grew up
during the Depression and watched his father make a fretless banjo out of a cherry tree and the skin from a ground hog.
Watching this process, Eli realized he could make his own music and instruments without a lot of money. Over the years, I
watched Eli teach hundreds of kids to make simple banjos out of tin cans. Eli passed away this past winter, but he touched
my life and affirmed my belief that the everyday arts have the power to inspire a new generation. Second, Dee Nierman, a
fourth-generation rag rug maker from Brownstown, Indiana, learned to make rugs from her mother and grandmother. Her
father died in an accident when Dee was a baby, and her mother turned to making rugs to support her family. Dee reminds
me that traditional arts are powerful resources for individuals and communities in times of hardship. Folk arts are not just
about making do, but about making a life. Finally,
John Schoolman celebrated his 100th birthday this
We were saddened to hear of
year. John makes colorful canes and walking sticks
the passing Eli Jackson, who
on which he wood-burns poems and pithy sayings.
was born in Laurel County,
When I asked him why he made his walking sticks,
Kentucky in 1921. As a boy,
he replied, “I enjoy them… I enjoy for other people
he remembered his father
to enjoy them!” John confirms that the arts can give
making and playing a fretus purpose and fulfillment in our lives and can conless banjo, which years later
nect us with our community. The creative work of
would inspire him to take up
these three Hoosiers empowered them in times of
instrument making. Eli moved to Indiana when he was
adversity. The arts are not a luxury that belongs
eighteen to pursue factory work; however, in recent years
solely to the wealthy and the influential, but rather
he made his living farming, preaching, and playing handa resource for us all that when nurtured strengthen
made folk instruments. During his life, he built 112 mounour communities and enrich our lives.
tain dulcimers, ten hammer dulcimers, six cane dulcimers,
and many hamdolins (a mandolin made out of a ham can)
Looking to the Future,
and canjos (a banjo made from a tin can). Eli performed
at many heritage events and taught hundreds of school
children to make and play canjos. While he made many
instruments, perhaps the most talked about was a banjo
made from a Cadillac hubcap. Eli will be missed by many.
In lieu of flowers and cards the Jackson Family requested
Jon Kay, Director Traditional Art Indiana
donations be made to Traditional Arts Indiana in his name.
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We are living in an era when many are drawing parallels with the Great Depression: unemployment, financial crises, and
home foreclosures. These hardships were and are devastating for many families. However, the Depression Era was also a time
when traditional arts and culture came center stage. The WPA recorded stories from former slaves, Alan Lomax collected
ballads and play-party songs in the state, and the CCC employed young workers to build our parks. Today, Indiana is facing
major reductions in public funding of the arts and cultural programs, and TAI has been warned to expect its public funding
to be reduced. Like these Depression Era programs, TAI is rising to the occasion. We opened the Center for Folk Traditions
in Nashville, Indiana to serve as a resource for the folk and traditional arts in our state. We are continuing to document
and promote the creative activities of ordinary Hoosiers. This year we produced six new traveling exhibits that will tour to
libraries and public gathering places throughout the state. In addition, TAI continues to build its digital outreach through
www.folktraditions.com. Like its Depression Era predecessor’s, TAI’s projects often employ the work of amazing young people who are creating valuable resources for our state. I am impressed and inspired by each of them.
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TAI is proud to continue this successful program that brings to libraries throughout the state descriptive and educational exhibit
panels featuring traditional artists currently at work in Indiana. Libraries participating in this program have taken advantage of the
opportunity to invite artists featured in the exhibit panels to present public programs to their local library communities. TAI hopes
this program will continue to bring public library patrons into contact with diverse traditional arts within Indiana. Based on our
ongoing fieldwork efforts, we have produced six new panels that will begin to circulate in 2009. Look for them at a library near you.
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Native American Cultural Artist
Drawing from the diverse Native American heritage of his family, Anthony
Redfeather Nava blends his knowledge of traditional arts such as beadwork,
dance, and flute-making, with his own creativity and experience.
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Making Music from Everyday Objects
Making instruments out of everyday objects such as pizza boxes, shoes,
and tin cans, Bill Bailey brings music to children, elderly people, and many
music ensembles accompanied with his attitude of can-do whimsy.
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Artist and Educator of Baltic Music Traditions
Ain Haas nurtures a community of musicians in Indianapolis who
play and build Baltic music and instruments. Inspired by his Estonian
family, Ain brings his heritage to life in his musical community.
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Shaping a Historic Family Pottery Business
Clay City Pottery has produced handmade pottery for five generations at
their factory in Clay City. Today, Cheryl Wellman carries on the family
craft business with help from her daughter, son-in-law, and grandson
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Building A Jewish Holiday
During the Jewish Holiday of Sukkoth, Jews build huts or “booths”
that represent the impermanent shelters the Israelites lived in
during their exile in the desert. Celebrations of this holiday in
Bloomington show a variety of Jewish experiences and traditions.
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Native American Herbalist
Dani Tippmann puts Miami Indian traditional knowledge about plants to
use in the preparation of foods and medicines. Learned from her mother and
aunts, Dani passes on this knowledge to new generations of Miami people.

Text and photo: Thomas Richardson
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This past August, TAI was proud to
once again sponsor the fiddle contest
at the State Fair. Fiddling contests
have long been a way for fiddlers to
demonstrate their talents, hone their
skills, and connect to other musicians.
It is not uncommon for fiddle contests to draw contestants from other
parts of the country, and this year’s
state fair contest drew participants
from Indiana and neighboring states.
Though all the musicians were serious about their performances, many
see it as more of a communal activity,
a way to meet and hear other fiddlers.
As one older participant commented,
“it’s just a fun thing to do. You get to
hear how others play and maybe
meet some people.”
Each contestant was asked to play
an old-time tune, a waltz, and a song
of their choosing, which is standard

practice in fiddle contests to test the
player’s rhythm and range.

r Luther Hampton won a special
ribbon for best “Old-Time Fiddle.”

r The 11 & Under category was
won by Liam Perlstein of Morton Grove, Illinois, and second
and third place were taken by
brothers Cole and Connor McCracken from Fredericksburg,
Indiana.
r The 12–17 winner was Doug
Fleener from Kentucky, with second going to Emily Wagner and
third snagged by Marushka Grogan in a sudden-death “fiddle off ”.
r Andy Houck (18) of Newburgh,
Indiana beat out contestants
more than twice his age in the
18 & Up category. One older fiddler commented of the “hot licks”
of the younger players, admiring
their skill and happy to see such
enthusiasm among young people.

Backstage in between performances
and while waiting to go on, participants came together to practice,
jam, warm up, and make some new
friends.
After the winners were announced
and the ribbons awarded, the three
judges, Vi Wickam, Carolyn Dutton,
and Ken Stone, led the entire group
of contestants from all age categories
in a round of the old standard, “Bile
Them Cabbage Down.” This allowed
each fiddler a chance to show their
own style and reminded everyone
that there is nothing cutthroat about
a fiddle contest, but rather that it is a
place to come together around a common love of music.
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TAI brought artists, exhibitions, and information to numerous public venues throughout
the state in 2008. Partnering with the Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library, TAI
produced a concert series featuring instrument makers and musicians in the beautiful
Clowes Auditorium in the IMCPL Central Library in Indianapolis.
The Indiana Festival at Conner Prairie Museum in Fishers, Indiana saw a presentation
of Master Artists featured in TAI’s Rotating Exhibit Network. TAI also appeared at the
Metamora Music Festival and showcased instrument builders from Native American, European, African, and Bluegrass traditions at the Driftwood Valley Festival in Columbus, Indiana, organized by the Columbus Area Arts Council.
TAI hosted an exhibition of Holiday Themed Canes by John Schoolman at the Allen County Fort Wayne Public Library. In the southeastern part of the state, TAI sponsored Folk
Arts Summits in Aurora and North Vernon, Indiana, bringing information about resources
and funding for traditional arts and artists to communities in rural areas.
At the Indiana State Fair, TAI hosted a booth at IU Day at the Fair, the annual fiddle contest, presented artists on the Main Street Stage, and honored the 2008 State Fair Masters:
the Family Reunion String Band and Donna Jo Copeland, textile artist.

 State Fair Masters
Gerry Gray and the Family Reunion String Band. Beginning in 1975 when Gerry
Gray, known as the “Mother Hen,” was asked to play dulcimer and talk to visitors
at the State Fair Pioneer Village, the Family Reunion String Band has entertained
fairgoers for over thirty years. Filled with jokes, improvisation, and good humor, the
magnetism of the band has encouraged enthusiastic listeners to become fellow musicians, making their performances into reunions of an ever-expanding musical family.
Donna Jo Copeland, Spinner and Weaver. Donna Jo Copeland has exhibited textiles
for forty years at the Indiana State Fair, winning numerous awards and gaining recognition for the distinct style of her creations. Taking inspiration from the materials she
produces on her farm, she creates about twenty entries every year for the fair. With
her daughter and granddaughter, she is now part of three generations who continue
the traditions of needlework at the State Fair.
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In September, Traditional Arts
Indiana opened its first public
space, the Center for Folk Traditions, in Nashville, Indiana. The
Center for Folk Traditions celebrates the everyday creativity of
Indiana residents and represents
the many cultural traditions of
the world actively practiced in
Indiana. It is a public space that
invites visitors to learn more
about Traditional Arts Indiana’s
wide-ranging fieldwork and public programs. The Center offers
exhibits, film screenings, public
programs, musical performances,
and hands-on demonstrations

that showcase individuals and
communities from throughout
the state. Currently the exhibit
“Community, Creativity, Continuity,” curated by Rachel Gonzalez and Selina Morales, showcases instrument builders as well as
a photographic retrospective of
artists TAI has profiled throughout its history and who are now
being incorporated into TAI’s
new website, Folktraditions.com.
The Center for Folk Traditions
opened on September 20, 2008
with a performance by Brown
County resident Iuri Santos and

his group North Star Capoeira
Angola, performing and educating spectators with capoeira
angola, an Afro-Brazilian music
and martial arts dance. Later
that evening hundreds of visitors came to the opening reception and were greeted by Harold
Klosterkemper playing old-time
fiddle tunes on the porch as people arrived. Harold, a resident
of Greenburg, Indiana, was introduced to the audience by former TAI fieldworker Chris Mulé,
who brought Harold’s story to
the Indiana public through library programs, a panel in TAI’s
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Rotating Exhibit Network, and
a profile on folktraditions.com.
Harold movingly thanked TAI,
saying, “I’m just a fiddler, but you
guys make me feel as important
as the President of the United
States.”

the scope of the traditional arts
practiced within Indiana. In a
fine example of the relationships
forged with artists, TAI assistant
Hsin-wen Hsu introduced James,
who he now considers not only a
teacher, but also a friend.

Later that evening James Yang of
Bloomington performed traditional Chinese music on the erhu
(Chinese fiddle). James, a hugely
engaging performer, also allowed
visitors to better understand

Sunday concluded the weekend’s
activities with a front porch concert by the Banister Family Bluegrass Band from Columbus. At
one point in the show two of the
players played a mandolin duet

on instruments built by their respective fathers. It was a fantastic
moment that captured the kind
of continuity TAI seeks to promote.
Traditional Arts Indiana thanks
all those who helped celebrate
the opening of the Center for
Folk Traditions and welcomes
the public to participate in its
future programs, events, and exhibits.

Jam sessions at the Center

Since the opening in September, the Center has held fiddle and dulcimer jam sessions in collaboration with
Weedpatch Music and the Brown Co. Dulcimer Society. It has presented a ukulele concert featuring Hamilton
County resident Geoff Davis and Pholly, consisting of Davis’ daughter, Phoebe, and her friend Molly Grooms, as
well as a rhythm jam with folk percussionist and musical washboard builder Bill Bailey of Indianapolis. In coming
months the Center will host a workshop on building musical washboards with Bill Bailey and a Hardanger fiddle
showcase with Julane Lund. The center will also continue and expand the jam session series. All programming
at the Center is organized by graduate student and TAI assistant Thomas Richardson.
For more on upcoming events at the Center for Folk Traditions, please send an email to info@folktraditions.com.

Instrument Donations Requested

The Center for Folk Traditions is currently seeking donations of playable instruments to be used in its public
programs. We are particularly interested in dulcimers, guitars, fiddles, banjos, mandolins, and other traditional
string instruments. Contact Jon Kay (jkay@indiana.edu or 812 855 0418) to make donations. All donations are
tax deductible.
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Hsin-wen Hsu is a thirdyear Ph.D. student at
the Department of Folklore and Ethnomusicology at Indiana University,
and a graduate assistant
at TAI.

Before coming to Indiana University, I studied
in the field of Communication and Culture
and had experience working in the public sector and
in a media agency and music label in Taiwan. I am
fascinated by music cultures in East and Southeast
Asia. However, my experience studying in Sweden
and doing fieldwork in Finland also made me very
interested in traditional and popular music in Scandinavia and the Baltic region.
When Jon Kay visited my class in 2006, talking
about the possibility to participate in projects of
Traditional Arts Indiana, I was thinking it would
be a great opportunity for me to know more about
Indiana. I did my practicum at TAI in the following semester, producing an online slideshow and
a Rotating Exhibit panel project on James Yang, a
Bloomington-based Chinese calligrapher, erhu artist, and Tai Chi Chuan practitioner.
I learned a lot from doing this project and earned
solid friendship with James, his wife Jenny, and
many other people in the process. Because of
this wonderful experience and my research interest in the role of institutional forces in the social life of music cultures, I applied to be a graduate assistant for TAI.

Due to my previous experience working at the
Archives of Traditional Music at Indiana University, my main task at TAI is to facilitate the
preservation and the public access of previously
completed projects and fieldwork collections
from TAI. In addition, I also continue assisting
in TAI’s projects and public activities. Recently I
have completed a new panel project on Ain Haas,
an Indianapolis-based musician, researcher, and
instrument-maker of Baltic stringed instruments.
I believe working at TAI enables me to gain more
understanding toward local traditions, benefiting me from being more familiar with artists and
communities in Indiana.
I look forward to meeting you at our events
Susan Carter, TAI Advisory Board Member
Susan Miller Carter of
the Plainfield-Guilford
Township Public Library,
recently joined TAI’s
Advisory Board after
signing the library on to
Rotating Exhibit Network in early 2006. Susan has thirty years’ experience in local history
as manager of P-GTPL’s
Local & Indiana Information Department. Hendricks County Historian since 1983, Susan helped
found the Hendricks County Arts Council and
remains on its board. She and her husband, John,
have two grown daughters. “Art is a necessity in
my life, like air and water,” says Susan. “I wholeheartedly support TAI’s mission.”
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Hsin-wen, TAI Staff
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The following is an excerpt from a public program that Traditional Arts Indiana sponsored at the Brownstown Public
Library with rag rug maker Dee Neirman on September 9,
2008. In this section, Jon Kay asked where she was from, which
prompted a powerful story about her family’s craft tradition.

I’m from Gibson. I was born at White
Creek, which is not in Jackson County—it is in Bartholomew County, only about a quarter of a mile out of
Jackson County. And I graduated from Columbus—it
was the only high school then.

My dad, he was killed when I was two years old, him and
his brother. I was two years and ten days! So my mother,
she was living with her in-laws and had my sister and I to
support. Mother never remarried.

So in the summer we always had our loom in the summer kitchen

(that’s where she wove). And in the winter we would bring it in, and we’d roll up the rag carpet,
which was three strips sewed together in our living room. And we would nail [the loom] to the floor
in there… so that she could help pay the bills. You know, the women didn’t work in those days—they
did, but not outside of the home.
So my mother, she wove for years. Her mother [also] wove. You know, so it’s like great-grandmother,
grand-mother, mother, me, and now my niece.

It’s about five generations that’s doing this. And to me,
it’s a joy.

Photos: Jon Kay

When I was a little girl, my mother wove for the old woolen mill in Seymour. Jack Love run it. And
I think it closed in the late ‘fifties, but I can remember. As a little girl, I would go in there, and I must
have been really little, they had those big boxes, which I still get. [My mother and grandmother]
would bring material home, wool, and cut it, and then weave rugs. And [the woolen mill] had a
little store or something there. I don’t remember all those details, but we would weave and then they
would sell them. But [the mill] would weigh everything back through there. What you didn’t use,
any waste, you had to weigh that back through.
But [my mother] wove rugs for [Mr. Love], her and my aunt, also. Because my aunt’s husband also
got killed the same time my dad did. So they both wove for the old woolen mill, and it’s just been a
hand-me-down thing. To me, its just as natural as eating. I just do it and I don’t think anything of it.
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Dr. Ilze Akerbergs recently conducted a field survey of traditional arts and life in Brown County, Indiana. TAI uses the information gathered from field surveys to create artist profiles for its website, exhibit panels to be displayed in libraries throughout Indiana in the Rotating Exhibit Network, and develop public programs, all of which help introduce traditional artists to
people throughout the state. The following is an excerpt from her Dr. Akerbergs’ field notes.
yarns, rag rugs, looms, baskets, balls
of rags for future rugs, spinning
wheels, and color, color, color, from
the floor up to the ceiling, covering
most all empty spots on the walls
and along the sides.
Chris sat there tying off the ends of
one of the rag rugs she was making
for a client while she talked to me.
She does a lot of rag rug weaving
with what she calls salvaged bits
from textile mills. These are the
leftovers that they would usually
throw away. But they are perfectly
good threads, yarns, and pieces

of fabric that she uses to make
unusual rag rugs with interesting
colors.
We philosophized about what
“traditional” means. I talked about
my mother weaving as well. Chris
had looms all over the place of
various sizes. The so-called “loom
room” contained about five different looms—one that is very big,
on which she demonstrated her
weaving. She had a story for each
of the looms. She is quite passionate about her weaving and loves to
mentor and teach others.
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The clouds had let up, but now it
was raining again and it was getting darker and very threatening.
I hopped in my car and made the
trip down a few miles down the
road. It was getting creepy on those
narrow winding wooded roads,
and it was getting so dark that it
was even hard to see with my lights
on. I found the Homestead Weaving Studio, headed by Chris Gustin.
I wanted to get under cover before
the big rain hit. I made it up, though
the road was quite pitted and deep
ruts in there from the rain. I ran inside and entered a colorful world of

Kelp Family Farm Fest in Gnaw Bone (photo: Jon Kay)
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I would like to give to Traditional Arts Indiana. I understand that my donation will support the service and development of TAI and its work to identify, document and
present Indiana’s folk and traditional arts.
☐ Friend ($25+) ☐ Patron ($100+) ☐ Supporter ($500+) ☐ Sustainer ($1,000+) ☐ Steward ($5,000+)
Enclosed is my contribution of $_________ to Traditional Arts Indiana. All contributions to TAI are tax deductible.
Featuring Milan Opacich of Lake
$PVOUZt.VTJDCZ.JMBO0QBDJDIBOE
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2. Building a Volbrecht (24:25)
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Name

____________________________________________________________

Address

____________________________________________________________

City

________________________________ State __________ Zip ___________

Phone

____________________________________________________________

3. Ehsan Kousari–Santour
Builder (5:02)
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4. Bruce Taggart–Instrument Builder
and Repairman (5:16)
'FBUVSJOH#SVDF5BHHBSUPG#SPXO
$PVOUZt.VTJDCZ#SVDF5BHHBSU

5. M. and David Roach–Ocarina
Makers (5:22)
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%BWJE3PBDI

6. David Straubinger–Flute Maker
and Inventor (6:38)
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Please make checks payable to Indiana University/TAI And mail a completed copy of this form to:
TAI, 504 N. Fess Ave, Bloomington, IN 47408
Or call us at 812-855-0418.
All donors will receive a complementary copy of the TAI Crafting Sound DVD.

7. Kurt Simmerman–Dulcimer
Maker (7:13)
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8. Pat O’Riordan–Pennywhistle
Maker (5:59)
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Crafting Sound: Indiana Instrument Builders

1. Building a Prima with Milan (30:30)

Crafting Sound

Indiana Instrument Builders
Produced by Traditional Arts Indiana

Traditional Arts Indiana
Creativity, Community, Continuity

For more information, contact us at 812 855 0418 or tradarts@indiana.edu
or visit our website at http://www.traditionalartsindiana.org
TAI director Jon Kay holds the microphone for John Schoolman while he explains the design of one of his canes at the opening of The Colorful Canes of Jon Schoolman in the
Mathers Museum in Bloomington. Co-curated by Zilia Estrada and Selina Morales, the exhibit will be at the Center for Folk Traditions in Nashville, Indiana from early April
through September, . This exhibit celebrates the expressive nature of -year-old World War II veteran John Schoolman’s patriotic walking sticks and canes.
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